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Cine Personality

Con�nued growth of spirituality economically, mentally and overall 
peacefulness a person has a�ained in one’s life is true success.

As far as first track is concerned I have sung punjabi 
Boliyan in the super Hit film JEE AAIYA NU and than sung 
TERI MERI JODI  in HAANI FILM, which is appreciated by 
one and all, we had a privilege of singing Ghori  part in 
film CHAAR SAHIBZAADE - VELA AA GAYA HAI  and 
recently the song from Film BAJRE DA SITTA - CHANN 
KITHA GUJARI AAYI RAAT VE is  appreciated too. THANKS.

Which was your first song  as a playback singer which 
established your career in music industry of Punjabi 
films?

I am from the Army background my Father L . Sardar 
Triath Singh ji was religious teacher in Armed forces & a 
brilliant Singer,so whenever there were religious 
congregations in regiment Gurudwaras, we used to sing 
shabads Gurbani kirtan along with him in Gurudwaras, 
Our Guru is  our father only so since  childhood we had  
singing inclination and done our studies in this field only, 
Than luckily I got married to yet another legendary 
family my father in law K. Pannalal ji who gave all 
blockbuster tracks of nightingale Surinder kaur / Prakash 
kaur ji and his son, My husband Jaidev Kumar ji (Dil le 
Gayi kudi fame )who is also very brilliant composer gave 
us chance to sing in films and thus the journey by 
almighty’s blessings is on ever since.

Our readers would like to know about your educational 
qualifications in the field of music?

Please tell us your success story right from your initial 
performances in Punjabi films  to being an 
internationally recognized singer.

I have done (M.A) Masters in Music vocals from Punjab 
University Chandigarh.
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What is the importance of struggle 
period in your life. How do you 
accept the challenges in your life?

The credit for making me sing this 
song Chann Kithan Guzari Aayi  in the 
film BAJRE DA SITTA  hugely goes to 
both Jaidev Kumar ji  Music composer 
& film Director  Jass Grewal ji. 

We both sisters are like Two sisters 
with one voice as  our tones 
compliment each others singing, Our 

channel on YouTube  SIMRAN/TRIPAT 
is liked by one and all, we  upload all 
our film songs, Album songs done so 
far, gurbani kirtan and other videos 
from time to time. Thanks  to all lovely 
listener your likes / encouragements 
are our real trophies. 

Your YouTube channel "Simran & 
Tripat" is very loved by the listeners 
globally. What is the main attraction 
of this channel?Struggle and hardship is l ike 

homework which is ought to be done 
/ completed by every achiever to have 
its benefits and more understanding 
after you have achieved the success, 
it’s the thing successful life & career is 
made up of, no pains no gains. 
Challenges are faced head on as 
nothing else can be done but with my 
faith in Gurbani it always navigate my 
way through it Gurbani helps one feel 
calm and attain a state of peace.

Your song "Chann kitha gujari" from 
popular Punjabi film "Baajre da 
Sitta" is super hit internationally. 
Your voice is to be given major credit 
for the success. Who else would you 
like to share the credit with?

Practice and discipline is a secret key 
to achieve desired dreams in life.

Jaidev Kumar is the best thing that has 
ever happened to me in my life.

What is your message to upcoming 
singing talents who want to make 
their career in music?

What are your compliments for 
Jaidev Kumar ji, your life partner and 
renowned music composer?

How do you define success in your 
life?

Asha ji and Noor Jahan are Ghulam Ali 
ji are my favourite singers they are 
versatile in their craft.

Every achiever is my inspiration and I 
am influenced a lot by my father .

Who is your favorite singer and why? 

Continued growth of spirituality 
economically, mentally and overall 
peacefulness a person has attained in 
one’s life is true success.

Who inspired you the most in your 
life? 
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